
Week Beginning 27.04.2020 Writing Year 5 and 6. 

Monday 

Work through the Monday presentation about haikus. Make sure you read and understand what a haiku is, 

how it is different from other types of poetry and then start to plan ideas for your own haiku. There are 

audio links on some of the slides so that you can listen to a few example being read aloud. 

Complete the activity sheet: What is a syllable? 

Tuesday 

Work through the Tuesday presentation, if you need to use the word bank and photos to add to your ideas 

from yesterday about what to include in your haiku. At this stage could you improve any of the vocabulary 

you have thought of for example, ‘the sun is hot’ is quite a simple sentence and could be improved, ‘a 

fireball sits in the sky’ describes the same think but is more figurative and uses personification. 

Plan your haiku in your yellow books.  

Wednesday 

Work through the Wednesday presentation, your focus today is editing. Remember editing is a vital part of 

the writing process and your chance to amend any mistakes; improve your writing by up levelling 

vocabulary; and include features to achieve your writing targets. 

Write your edited version of your haiku in your yellow books, illustrate it or alternatively write it on Purple 

Mash and upload it for us to read.   

Thursday & Friday 

Your task for today is to plan a diary entry. I have included the Power Point about writing a diary entry that 

you used last week as it will help to remind you what features you should be including when you write a 

diary style text. Your focus is our topic – Space. Read through the presentation about ‘The Cold War’ 

between the USSR (the country that is called Russia today) and the USA. You might need to do further 

research (maybe do this Thursday afternoon) before you can complete the writing. 

TRY YOUR BEST, HAVE A GO, YOU CAN DO IT. 

 


